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Children's Appreciation of Humor: A test of cognitive - congruency principle

While Piaget's (1151) early obseTvations of infants' pleasure in mas-

tery ,eceived little al-tentien r'yersol.at in this country for many

years, the sharp increase in infancy research in the past decade has led

to a renewed interest in the operation of cognitive processes as a source

ale

of pleasure and reinforcement. Data from several studies (e.g., vegan,

1967, 1971; Shultz and 7igler, 197'); Zelazo and Kamer, 1971; and others)

strongly suggest that stimulus events which are moderately novel or dis-

crepant from previously established schenas are most likely to be accom-

panied by increased smiling. This smile presumably reflects t1-e pleasure

derived from assimilating the event to a schema through some accomodation

(Piaget, 1951). The stimulus event is not immediately assimilable since

it lies outside the range of variation of events previously assimilated

into that schema. However, persistent efforts to change the schema - if

successful - lead to cognitive change and a sense of pleasure in achiev-

ing this new level of cognitive mastery. According _to Kagan 1967, 1971),

the key factor in determining the amount of pleasure derived from success-

ful assiw ilation is the amount of effort expended leading up to the assi-

milation. Thus, repetitions of the same event, or very slight discrepan-

cies from an already established ,,elema are noL experienced as very

pleasurable upon assimilation because tiy requite no effort. Extremely

large discrepancies also fal.1 to ,;,oLecrtc r.canuia i.n this sense, since

they are too unfamiliar or discrepant to ha assimilated to any of the

infants schemes. In general, then, there is strong support for the view

that infants do experience more pleasure in successfully assimilating or
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understanding events which present some optimal moderate amount of challenge

to them than events ,*hick are either impossihAc to understand or present no

challenge at all.

Zigler, Levine, and ilould (1966) -,1;,.:.4ted that a similar process

occurs in humor. They advancLd a "cognitivr:-connreency principle", whirh

argued that ". . cartoons T.hich ma!:e few ,c1;aitlye ecnr.rids elicit a lower

mirth response then those that are in herminl rith the comulexity of the

child's cognitive rpparat us." To leFt :71-Lis principle, Zigler, et al.

(1967) obtained groups of cartoons which were nntchei in terms of difficulty

level for each of 3 grades (3, 5. 7), That is, on the basis of performance

of another group cf Ss on a larger sample of cartoons, F selected four groups

(representing four difficulty levels) of cartoons for each grade level, such

that a given group of cartoons for one grade vas equally difficult (as

judged by comprehension scores) for Sa in that grade as the corresponding

group for Ss in another grade. tieing overt ewpreesion of affect and car-

toon preference scores as measures of appmciation, their data showed a

peak in humor appreciation for the tuoderatell, difficult clrtcone in all

three grades. Zigler, at al. concloded ,:bat nese findings support the

connitive-congruency principlz, since "The magnitude of the mirth response

was found to depend upon the aenree of cognitive cengruenee existing be-

tween the cognitive demand feaLu,ao of the humor stimulus and the cognitive

resources of the individual." Ln pointed vut by TICGhee (1971), however,

Zigler did not attempt to c.A:cify ta) 6,,sLematio differences in the

cognitive resources possessLd by Sa ontaining different comprehension scores,

or (b) how the cognitive demand features varied among Coe different diffi-

culty levels of the stimuli used.
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McGhee (1971) tried to cvercome these two (.2ficiencier. by using a

riagetian theoretical framework. used t.,c caLegories of stimuli hypo-

thesized to differ in the de;7;iee to ,=hick concret- operational thought

capacities were a prerequisite for compr.:3101, If the humor depicted.

While concrete operational thinking was rot necessoly for comprehension of

cartoons and jokes based on some fora, of visual or physical discrepancy

from Ss prior experience, it was found to play an important role in the

comprehension of humor bared on more abstract expectancy violations in

which the physical organization of the depicted elements remained intact

and consistent with S's experience. However, this relationship was only

obtained for comprehension. The expected finding for rated funniness did

not occur. If the cognitive-congruency principle holds; then children who

have acquired concrete operational thinking should find the latter more

sbstract humor funaier than the simpler viol-ion of visual expectancies.

Similarly, among children who have beJ,uri a,quire k.oncrete operatic,tel

capacities, -sithev r po3irive or t-,vr.:cri relationship should

occur betweeu degree of acanisitior of concrete operation.71 thinking and

perceived funniness of the more abs;:racr and complex humor stimuli. Since

neither of these approaches demonstrated any kind of significant relation-

ship between cognitive level luo humor appreciation, lictThee concluded that

no support WAS obtained for the cogaitive-congruency principle.

Apart from my concern aboa the r'y Zig Ler et al. tested this princi-

ple, my feeling up""'. compleOca .:1-.2dy was that una reason for my

failure to supper; Zigler ci; al.'s fivdings might lie in the diffel:ential

nature of the humor stimuli used by Light and myself. While their cartoons

srmpled a wide taage of psychological content arias (e.g., hostility and
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dependency relationships), I made every cffert to remove such !lases for

humor, relyin0 instea ci tle Ijoatiou (f acquired expectancies

either for relationships beVieert different aspect: or the environment or

for some aspect of behavior. ?y assumption at that point was that if the

cognitive-congruency principle does descrbe a pennine phenomenon in

humor, it should be most clearly manifest in humor based primarily upon

the violation of established cognitive expectancies or schemes. That is,

if it is in fact the "stretching" of Sr:: cognitive ahilitieS (as in the

infant attention studies) ubich is the critical factor, then the operation

of this principle should he clearest for humor based primarily upon their

functioning. The fact that support ITaS not obtained for the principle in

my 1971 study suggests that the emotionally-salient content of the Zigler

et al. cartoons may have accounted for thei.: u(augp,. That is, "getting

the point" of a joke or cartoon at. the edge of one's cognitive ahilit2s

may give rise to a greater mirth rcspons:e than o.,e eac!_ly compreheudea

when the humor content is emctionn.11y salient to the recipient.

The present study provides an addition -.l test of the copnitiye-

congruency principle, eliminating t,/o of the weaknesses of the McGhee

(1971) study. Mile tleGhee .lid im2A:cve upon 7tpler et al.t (1967)

approach by actually measurYrt cbij.ren's cognitive capacities and select-

ing humor stimuli designed to tax those r;hilities, concrete operational

thinking is clearly composed of a uselple;,; n' several different (although

highly related) slaaties. In cost ne experimental model provided

by research on infant attention, cGhee's (1971) humor atimuli did not

sample particular known schemas or concepts which are acquired-with the

onset of operational thinking. A satisfactory test of the cognitive-

congruency principle requires that humor st".muli he selected in which
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comprehension of the point of the intended humor clepends upon the utiliza-

tion of particular measuvabll schr-ma3 or eGrxepts, Furthermore, there

must he some basis for predicting ho ich effort c 11l he re-

quired for successful asginilatice of the slim ulus content into those

schemas. I have tried to resolve this problem in the present study by

developing jokes based on specific concentual acquisitions associated with

concrete operational thinkine; namely, conervation of mass and conserva-

tion of weight (e,p, 1) 'its. Tuilly went to the bakery and asked for a

loaf of white bread cut into thick slices. The baker nastily answered,

"You'll get it sliced thin like everybody else. Uho do you think you are

trying to get more bread for your money?" 2) "Two scoops of chocolate,

please" Joey asked the icecreat nan. "Do you ,:,ant that in 1 dish or 2,

sonny?" "Only one. It's too close to supner for 2 dishes of ice cream."

said Jae!%

A preoperational child sb'_!.uld not be able understand t'As joke

since it taps thought capacities uich he has not yet developed. Once a

child has acquired conservation of mass, however, he should he able to

understand the joke and, in line uich the cognitive- congruency principle,

it should be maximally funny at soma point soon after the concept is

C since it would he mcn=t taxing on the nely develered conservation

IND concept at that tlue. Uhile it is difficult to predict in advance when

Clir)
this peak might occur, the montha or years follo-,ine it sbould witnes:'

CJI01) gradual decrease Funninesc the droant of cballenge posed to efforts

directed toward comprehension drops. Thus, this approach provides both a_

satisfactory basis for operationally defining amount of challenge to cog-

nitive structures, and a means of developing humor stimuli, whicb sample a

1110



single measurable concept exclusively.
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Jokes of this type also offer a means of determining whether emo-

tionally-salient content is necessary to demonstrate the operation of the

cognitive-congruency principle in humor. By developing relatively "pure"

examples of jokes based on such oncepts as conservation, and comparing

them to comparable jokes anchored in an aggressive context, the role of

the "tendentious" nature of the stimulus content in the operation.of the

cognitive-congruency principle my be deterrined.

TETRID

Subjects

The Ss were 96 girls at four different age levels: a) 16 nonconser-

vors and 16 conservors of mass in grade 1; h) 16 nonconservors and 16

conservors of weight in gradel; c) 16 sixth grilders; and d) 16 first

year graduate students (between ages 21-23). All Ss were white, and were

obtained from a suburban middle class school district.

Apparatus

The materials used consisted of Play-doh for the conservation tasks,

18 jokes, and a funniness rating scale.

Conservation tasks

Two differently colored sets of Play-doh were used for each conser-

vation task. Thus, each S used four different containers of Play-doh for

the two tasks.

Humor materials

Of the 18 jokes used, six were based on violations of conservation

of mass and six on violations of conservation of weight. Half of each
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type contained aggressive while the remaining half contained :ion - aggressive

(and non - tendentious, in general) rdr7..trvation violations. One example of

each joke type is 'presented in Table 1.

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually in e:eir own school in a separate

experimental room. Two female resenreh assistants served as E's, with

Ss in a given condition being randomly assigned to one of the Fs. All

Ss received the two conservation tesks fiist, followed by 12 jokes whose

order of presentation was randomized independently for each S.

Conservation tasks

The conservation of mass and weight tasks were administered according

to the standardised procedures set forti' by 71kind (1961). Following

Elkind's procedure, predictior, judgment and explanation responses were

obtained for each S. In order to differentiate between true conservation

and "pseudoconsetvetion" (Piar,et, 10(7)i a check was administered in addi-

tion to the above procedure. Following Piaget's test for pseudoconserva-

tion with respect to liquid, Ss were given a small portion of Play-doh

which had been made into a small partake by P. The E also gave S a larger

mass of Play-doh and asked S to take as much from it as he needed to make

a ball having the same amount (or weielt) of Play-doh as the pancake. An

S was classed as a conserver only if all answers on the prediction, judg-

ment, explanation, and check portions of the task were satisfactory.

Subjects in the trade 1 E.oaconservers of mass group consisted of

children who failed to give satisfactory judgment, explanation. and check

responses. Grade 1 conservers of mass included Os who conserved mass
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but failed the conservations of weight task. tirade 2 nonconservers con-

sisted of Ss who were clatme;1. as conserves., of but nonconservers of

weight, while grede,2 conserve_' included Ss

/
dossed as conservers of

both mass and weight. In the remaining, 1:77c
0
:-roups only those Ss with

satisfactory responses on all parts of both teaks were retained for the

balance of the experiment.

Humor materials

Subjects were randomly assigied to either the aggressive or non-

aggressive condition, and were presented a randomly ordered set of 12

jokes. Mile Ss in aggressive and non-aggressive conditions received

three aggressive and three non-aggressive versions of conservation of

mass and weight jckes respectively, all Ss received the three examples

of novelty and incongruity jokes taken from :the :fcChee (1971) study.

While primarily serving as "filler" jokes, since these jokes have been

previously related to operational thinking they were also considered to

have some theoretical relevance in the present dtuoy.

Be2ore reading_the first joke to S, F said: "Now I'm going to read

you some stories. -While girls your age find some of these to be funny,

there are others that they de''t End funny at all. So, after I read the

story I'd like you to-tell me if you think its funny, O.K?" For each joke

E asked: "Do you think that stot:, is fny?" If S answered "yes", R

presented S with a five-point funniness stale (ranging from "not funny at

all" to "very funny") and asked S to indlcata how funny Wle thought the

Ptiry uas. The 17 then S why she thought the story was funny ("What

is there about it that mkes It funny?") and how aha might change the

story so that it wouldn't be funny.



In addition to using S's funniness ratings as a mcasre of apprecia-

tion of the depittc;1 two aisurar--1 the amount of spon-._

taneous smiling and laughing shown fono-ing the runcn line of the story.

The E's showed 136;: 1Ly iu :.,!Le-3augh responses according

to a vol.. scale ranging from ao reartien si all, through a partial

or full smile, to a clea,:ly detectahle laugh.

R:STh TS

Twoway ANWAS (Cognitive level 'YS straight-aggressive version of joke)

were computed on fenniness ratings and s,-tile -laugh ratings tar each type

of joke. The main effects for cognitive level are shown in the first slide.

This slide shows that support for the cognitive-congruency principle was

obtained for funniness ratings piven by Ss, hut not for smile-laugh rat-

ings. (See '"figure 1) vor conservation of mass jokes a peak in funniness

was reached among second graders veto were roncouserverr of weight but

conservers of mass (p.17), rot conservotioo of -,eight jokes, this peak

clearly occurs anon; first grade conserverg of mass (p<,OV. There were

no cognitive level msin effects fo'c smile-lagh ratings. There were also

no signif;cant main effects for joke versior. Thus, straight and aggre-

ssive versions of these consey-acis:n jokes were perceived as being equa-

lly humorous. One significant inLeraction effect was obtained for smile-

laugh ratings for conservation of mass jokes. As shown in the next slide

(see Figure 2), while aggreasIve ,%)nser;atioi. ci maes jokes were maximally

fel among n.; conserving ( :eight) seccnd graders, this group showed the

lowest appreciation of the straight version of th:? jokes. Among college

students the oppcsi'.3 trend was fourth
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nisCussim

The data obtained for funniness ratings clearly provide support

for the cognitive-congruency principle. The inverted it relationships

found for funniness as a function of length of acquisition of conserva-

tion provide the clearest evidence yet obtained for the view that the amount

of cognitive demand made upon a child by a joke plays an important role in

determining its funniness. This demand appears to reach a peak within

the first year after the acquisition of conservation occurs. The fact

that the lowest funniness ratings for both conservation of mass and weight

jokes mete given by college graduate students suggests that these jokes

provided minimal challenge for comprehension to these students and conse-

quently were simply not very funny.

The fact that the presence or absence of aggression in conservation

jokes did n2t significantly influence the shape of the inverted U rela-

tionships obtained suggests that 'fcGhee's (1971) failure to replicate Zigler

et al.'s (1967) support for the cognitive-congruency principle was not

due to the tendentious nature of Zigler et al's stimuli, in contrast to

McGhee's nontendentious stimuli. Rather, muGhee's attempt to relate degree

of operational thinking to funniness ratings within a single age level

(age 7) probably accounts for his failure to support the cognitive-

congruency principle. It was possible to test this notion in the present

study since the filler jokes used were the SPMC stimuli used in 'Wheels

(1971) more abstract "incongruity" humor. Using the present approach to

testing the cognitive - congruency principle for these jokes, support.for

the principle is clearly obtained. An inverted U relationship (p<.02)

for funniness ratings was obtained with the peak occurring among first
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grade conservers of mass. Thus, 'Whee's more abstract expectancy-violation

jokes were funniest soon after the had begun to acquire operational

thinking.

The fact that the peak level of appreciation of conservation of

weight jokes occurred among first grade conservers of mass (who had not

yet acquired conservation of weight) deserves some explanation. One would

expect this peak to occur among second grade conserver yt since

they have only recently acquired the capacity for conservation of weight.

We found, both in this study and in a pilot study, that although mass-

conserving first graders did show differential performance on the original

tests used for determining conservation cf mass and weight, they did not

seem to discriminate between mass jokes and weight jokes. Thus, while

weight wis the dimension violated in these jokes, first and second graders

may have interpreted them as being violations of conservation of mass.

The clearest way to ietermine this, cf course, is to simply examine

these S's explanations of why the cartoons were funny. Unfortunately this

is not possible since most first and second graders were not able to

verbalize the violation of conservation for either mass or weig%c jokes.

This is a problem I have consistently run into with this type of joke, in

contrast to other types pf cartoons and jokes I've used in other studies.

There were enough Ss in each age group who did give explanation s indica-

tive of comprehension of the violation, however, to do a seKrate analysis

among Ss who underte.A the joker. As shown in the next slide (see Figure-

3), the same trend was found among those who clearly undprstood that conser-

vation was violated that was found fo r sLbjects in general. (All Ss were
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included in the nonconserving first grade group since none of them

showed compreheuzion of the joke), In fact ::he peak among first

grade conservers is even greater than for Ss in general.

It seems clear from these data, then, that the amount of cogni-

L, lenge posed by a joke does indeed contribute to the per-

ceived funniness of that joke. However, I have just completed a

replication already with conservation of mass and class inclusion

jokes, widcli again failed to demonstrate the expected inverted U

relationship. Thus, these findings must still be considered tentative.
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Conservation jokes used in Mo(hee. Children's appreciation of

humor: A test of the cognitive-conency princip3e (Submi7;ted
to Developmental rmeholig.o, and presented at SRCD, 1973)

1) Conservation of mass jokes - straight version,

A. hr. Jones went into a restaurant and ordered a whole pizza for

his dinner. When th3 waiter asked if he wanted it cut into 6 or 8
pieces, Mr. Jones said: "Oh, you'd better make it 6 could

never eat 8 pieces."

Bo Joey lives near
scoop for serving
and the ice cream
one dish or two.
eat two dishes of

an ice cream store where they use a really big
ice cream, One day, Joey asked for two scoops,
man asked him if he wanted the two scoops in
"Oh, just one dish", said Joey, "I could never
ice cream."

0, johnay's mother walked into a restaurant and ordered a whole
fruit cake to eat, When the waitress asked if she wanted it cut into
four or eight pieces, she said: "Just cut it into four pieces, I'm
toying to lci *se some weight."

2) Conservation of mass jokes - aggressive version.

A., Mr Jones went into a restaurant and asked for a whole pizza for

his dinner. Because he didn't have a tie on, the waiter was very
nasty to him. This made Mr. Jones so mad that when the waiter asked
if he wanted the pizza out into 6 or 8 pieces, he answered: "Oh,
you'd better make it 6! Your pizza probably tastes so bad that I
could never eat 8 pieces."

B. Joey and some other boys lived near an ice cream store where tLey

use a really big scoop for serving ice cream. The other boys we:
very mean and didn't like Joey() One day they all went in for ice
cream and Joey asked for two scoops© When the ice cream man asked
the other boys if they wanted their two scoops in one dish or two,
Joey said: "Oh, just put them in one dish; they such sissies
they could never eat two dishes of ice cream."

C. Jo A.. 's mother is very fat, and likes to eat whenever she can.

Mrs. th across the street didn't like Johrnes mother, and never
got along with her at all. Cue day they wer,) both eating in a
restaurant, and Johnny's mother ordered a whole fruit cake to eats.
When the waitress asked if she would like the cake cut into four or
eight pieces, Bre. Smith said: "Just cut it into four pieces, she
so fat she needs to lose some weight ©"



3) Conservation of weight jokes - straight version.

A. Billy is only five years on. and when his :amily moved to another

city, he was unable to help carry things to the truck because he

was too small. Finally his father did ask him t.) carry a 10 pound

bag of potatoes. When his father sound Billy in the kitchen jt-Iiing

up and down on the potatoes Billy said: "I"m not strong enough to

carry 10 pounds of regulab potatoes, but I can carry 10 pounds of

mashed potatoes."

B. George and Howard had a raft that they made out of old lc ,s One

day they took a picnic lunch out an the raft and were going to have

a nice lunch out in the middle of the lake. When they started eating

their lunch, George took his thermos of lemonade and drank it all at

once. Just then the raft started to sink. George said: "That'll

teach me to drink my lemonade all at ancea. I've made the raft so

heavy were about to sink.'

Co Mary is six years old and went to the bakery one day to get five

one pound loaves of bread for her mother's party. When she s saw

that the bread was cut into very thick slices, she said "Oh, you'd

better slice them thin I could never cagey them home sliced that

thick."

4) Conservation of weight jokes . aggressive version.

A. Billy is only fine years old, and when his family moved to another

city, he wanted to help carry things to the truck. But whenever he

t tried to help, his father would get very nasty and tell him to stay

out of the way because he was too small. This made Billy ve :.y mad,

so when his father finally did ask him to carry a 10 pound bag of

potatoes, Billy started is jumping up and down on the potatoes.

When his father asked what he was doing, Billy said: "I9m not strong

eavr.Agh to carry 10 pounds of regular potatoes, but I can carry 10

pounds of .asked potatoes.'"

Be George and Howard had a raft that they made out of old loge. One

day they took a picnic lunch out an the raft and got into an argue.

ment over who had the best fishing pole. George wait very mean and

laughed at Howard's cheap pole because it didn't look as nice as his

new expensive one. George also stole Howard's themaos of lemonade

when he wasn't looking and drank it all up. Just then the raft started

to sink, and Howard said": That'll teach you to drink all my lemonade..

You've made the raft so heavy were about to sink,

C. Mary is six years old and went to the bakery one day to get five

one pound loaves of bread for her mother's party. On her way in,

she accidentally knocked over a tray of doughnuts onto the dirty

floor. This made the baker so mad that he yelled at Mary and told

her that she was a stupid little girl. But when Mary saw that the

bread was cut into thick slices, she said: "You're the one who's

stupid! Any idiot can see that cutting them thick will make them

so heavy that I could never carry them hame."


